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In the present paper we shall show that the umiform topology of a uniform 
space can be defined by the uniform convergence of uniform d.s.p. ( ~  directed sets 
of points), which satisfies analogous conditions to those of ordinary convergence on 
topological space and is equivalent with the uniform convergence of uniform filters 
satisfying some conditions. Furthermore we shall discuss the special case of a 
metric space.
Let us denote by R  a Tj-space and by ^  a directed system, and then we mean 
by a uniform d.s.p. a mapping (p^ip^^a^ A, p ^ R )  from A ^ R  into R. Here we 
introduce the notion ''uniform convergence of (Paip) ‘ 'and denote by (Pa(p)->the 
fact that (Pcc(p') uniformly converges.
About uniform convergence we consider the following four conditions,
D i) (fcciP) ~  P for every a and p implies (paiP) .
^2) U  (Pa(P)^and (pJ { P ) A ) ,  then for every cofinal subset of A  
and for every {p^l f i ^B}  (p^eR) ,  there exists (pi{p)(y^C, p e R )  such that (pi(p)--> 
and {(pi y 0 / ( ^ ' ) ) l r ^ C }  C  {{(p^iPi)y ^^'(^^))Ii3€ 5 } for some { p A r ^ C }  (py^R),^^
D2) U  for a uniform d.s.p. (Pa,ip) ( o' ^A)  and for every cofinal subset B of A  
and every { p^\&^B]  (yp^R)y there exists (py(p) p ^ R )  such that (py(p) >
and { ( p / y (pf(p))\T ^C}  Q  {(p^ , (p^ip^')]^  ^ B} for some [py\T^C\ ( pf ^R) ,  then
^4) <P i^P) implies (Paipo) Po for each point p  ^ of R.
Let us note here the well-known conditions of uniform neighbourhood.^^
Ui) {Ux(Po)\x  ^ X] is a neighbourhood basis of p  ^ for a fixed point p,)^R.
U2) For every x ^ X  and y ^ X ,  there exists z ^ X  such that Uz{p) Ux(.p)r\ 
Uyip) hold for all p £R .
1) Notions and notations in this paper are due chiefly to J. W. Tukey, Convergence and 
uniformity in topology (1940) and to A. Weil, Sur Ies espaces a structure uniform et 
sur la topologie generale (1938).
2) We denote by (Pa, (p'a and /^7 uniform d. s. p. We mean by a cofinal subset of A a 
subset B such that for every element a. of A, holds for some ^  ^B.
3) (Py , ^y (Py )) means a point of R(^)R  and hence { ( P y ^ y ( P y ) ) \ 7   ^C} ' ^{ ( ( p^( p^)  (PfiXpjij)I
means that for every 7 6  C there exists  ^B such that Py =  (Pfi(pfi), ^y(Py) 
=  (p^ \P^ ).
4) A. Weil, loc. cit.
t/s) F or every x ^ X ,  there exists y ^ X  such that U yir) and U y(r) im ply  
Q  ^ Uaf(P) fo r  every r ^ R .
Next we give the relation between uniform convergence and uniform  neighbourhood.
Tnd) <Po^ (P) (o^ ^ A ) uniform ly converges, i f  and only i f  fo r  every un iform  
neighbourhood  { U „(p ) \ p ^ R ]  there exists a ( x )  € A  such that a  ^  a ( x )  im p lies  
^Pa(P)  ^ U^(P) fo r  every p e R .
Tan) A  set { U ( p ) \ p ^ R }  o f  neighbourhoods o f  p  is  a u n iform  neighbourhood, 
i f  and only i f  fo r  every uniform ly converging <Pa(p) ( a ^ A ) y  there exists a ^ A  such  
that (fcc(P) € U „(P ) fo r  every p ^ R .
R e m a r k s . U sing R 0 R  after Weil,^  ^ we get the follow ing conditions D ^ ) - D / ) ,  
which are equivalent to D^)— D^). Let us denote by J  the subset o i R ^ R  consisting 
of all the points (p , p ) ,  by uniform d.s.p. <p^ (a^A ) a fam ily  of subsets ( P a '^ R ^ R  
such that =  {(p,  (Pa(P))\P ^ R )  for a mapping (p^iP) from R  into R  and by 
the fact that uniformly converges, then
D / )  (Pa =  A every a ^ A  im plies ip^ i ,
F>2) i f  ( P a (fa y then fo r  every G ^ R  ^ R  such that {/5 |G ^ ^ gV ^  0 } 
is cofinal in  A , there exists (p/ ( T ^ C )  such that fo r  a ll  y,
D z ') i f  fo r  ( p ^( a ^A)  and fo r  every G Q R ^ R  such that {/3 lG ^ ^ ^ 4 - 0 ) is  
cofinal \n A , there exists (pyO' ^C) such that ( p y and ipyr\G ^ (!) fo r  a ll  y, then
D / )  (Pa ^  im plies (Pa(po) Po •
The condition D^) (or D^,')) combining with D 2) for (Pa(P) — P  (or with D 2 ) )  is 
analogous to the so-called star-convergence conditions of ordinary con vergen ce: 
(p ia \a ^  A )  P , if and only if for each A  confinal in B  and some (piT\T € C) converg­
ing to p , (p(C) Q. ( p ( B ) P  D2)  (or D 2 ) )  is analogous to the idem potent condition 
of ordinary convergence in T-space : If <p^(a\o:^ A^) <p(0 ) and (p(0\(3  ^ B )  p  , 
then there exists ( P( t \T^C)  such that (p(C) ^  {(p^(a)\a C Ap , 0   ^ B} and ( pO' l T^G)  
P   ^ but in uniform space it is a condition havin g the same content as U3).  D^)  
or D / )  shows the agreement of the uniform topology with the topology.
T h e o r e m  I . I f  a uniform  topology is  defined by un iform  coverings sa tis fy in g  
U i) — U^) in  R , then defining uniform  convergence by Tna), we g et D^)— D^) about 
the u n iform  convergence.
Conversely, i f  a uniform  topology is defined by un iform  convergence s a tis fy in g  
Z>i)— D4) in  R , then defining uniform  coverings by Tan), we g e t U i) — U^) about the 
u n iform  coverings.
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5) A. W eil, loc. cit.
6) J. W. Tukey, loc. cit.
7) This condition is due to A. Komatu, Theory of topological spaces (1947, in Jap an ese).
Proof. I. It is obvious that Ui) and Tna) imply D^).
U2), Us) and Tna) imply D 2), for let (Pa(^p)—> , (f'coiP) ^  and let {p^\^^B] be 
a subset of R for B confinal in A, then for each x ^ X  from U )^ and Tna) there 
exists ^{x )^B  such that that B ^^ ^ f i { x )  implies (f^{p)  ^Ux(.(p'^{p))y where 
{Ux\x<^ X} is the system of all the uniform neighbourhoods. Since from [/2)» ^  is 
a directed system, we can define a uniform d.s.p. (p„{p) so that 4^ x(.P)  ^Ux(P)
and 0 a;(^ pcaj)(^ /5(a.))) =  PCx^(P^Cx))• Then (px(p) obviously satisfies the condition of 
(pyCp) in Do).
Tna) implies D^), for if (faip) P  then there exist a uniform neighbourhood 
Ux(P)y and for some B confinal in A and p^(^^B), (p^^pi)^ UxiP^) holds for every 
If {(pyy(py(py))\y^C}Ql(p.^,(f^(p^))\^eB), then for every r 6  C there exists 
^ e B  such that py =  p^ and ipy{py)=(p^(p^) $ UxiP^), i.e. (py(p) $ Ux(py)- Therefore
0Y (P) ^  •
It is obvious that Ui) and Tna) imply D^).
2. Firstly we prove the following two propositions.
If Di), 2 )r Tan) and cpO^ (P) ^ hold, then for every uniform neighbourhood Ux(P) 
there exists a(x) such that a]\\a(x) implies <fa(P)  ^UxOp) for all p^R.  For 
assume that (Pcc(P) ", and that for B cofinal in A <p (^p§) ^ Ux(P^) Cfi ^ B), then 
from Di), D 2) there would exist a uniform d.s.p. (p (^ p) (T^C) such that (py-> and 
{(py(py(py))\reC} Q  {(p^(f^(p))\^eB} for some {PAT^C}. But (py(py) =  (pKPp) 
$ Ux(Pi) — Ux(py) for every which contradicts Tan)-
Next (fx(P)  ^Ux(P) for every uniform neighbourhood Ux(P) (x ^ X )  and for 
every p ^ R  implies <fx(P) > when D^) and Tan) hold. For assume that <Px(P) 
then from D^) there exist B cofinal in X  and [p i ^ ^  B ) ^ R  such that {(^y (p/(p))\T^C) 
implies 0 ;(^ )-T> . Hence defining U(P) = R -  {(p (^p )^\p  ^=  p), 
we get a uniform covering U(p) satisfying Tan)- Hence from the former proposition 
there exists a<^ x) such that a~>a(x) implies (Pd(P)  ^U(p) for all p^R ,  but for 
^ ^ a ( x ) ,  [id B <p^(pi>^ U(Pi) would also hold, which is a contradiction.
Ds), Ta7i) and D 4 ) imply Ui). For if Ux(Po) £  U(Pq) for some neighbourhood 
U(Po) of Po and for every uniform neighbourhood U^(P), then defining <Px(P) so 
that (Px(Po)  ^Ux(Po)-U(Po), <Px(p) =  P(P ^Po), we get a uniformly converging 
<Px(P) by the latter of the above propositions. Hence from D J  (p«(Po) Po would 
hold, which is impossible.
Di), D 2) and Tan) imply U2)- For if {U^(p)\p  ^R} and {Uy(p)\p eR] are 
uniform neighbourhood, then from the former of the above propositions there exist 
a(x), a(y) such that a '^a(x ) implies (Po (^P)  ^Ux(P) for every p ^ R ,  and a '^ a (y )  
implies (Pa(p) ^ Uy(P) for every p ^R .  Hence a~^a(x) and a '^a {y )  imply (Poc(p)
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8 ) (foi{p) -!-► denotes the negation of (Pot,{p)
 ^ Ux(P)I^Uy(P),  and hence { U ^ ( P ) U y ( P ) \p  ^R}  is a uniform neighbourhood 
satisfying the condition of Uz(P) in t/g).
Lastly we prove that D 2), D^) and Tard imply U^), Assume that for some 
uniform neighbourhood Ux(P) and for every uniform neighbourhood Uy(P) ( y ^ X ) ,  
there exist py , Qy and Ty such that py  ^ Uy(ry), qy  ^ Uy(ry) and qy  ^ Ux(Pv)- Hence 
defining <py(ry) =  py,(py(p) € Uy(P)  ; (py(ry) =  qy , (fy'(p) 6 Uy(p),  we get uniform 
converging (Pv(P) and (fy(p)  by the latter-mentioned proposition. Therefore there 
would be a uniform converging d.s.p. (pi(p) satisfying the condition in D 2) for 
(fy, (fy and { ry\y ^X) ,  i.e, for every T there would be y  such that (py(<Pv(ry)) 
=  <fy(ry) $ Ux(Pv) =  Ux((Py(ry))> This contradicts Tan) and completes the proof of 
this theorem.
T heorem  2. I f  we derive from uniform convergence, —> satisfying D ^)— D^) 
uniform neighbourhoods by Tan) and from the uniform neighbourhoods uniform con­
v e r g e n c e , b y  Tna), then the convergence ^  is equivalent t o . Conversely, i f  we 
derive from uniform neighbourhoods U =  { U x ( P ) \ x ^ X }  satisfying U i ) - U ^ )  uniform 
convergence by Tna) cL^ d^ from the uniform convergence uniform neighbourhoods 
U' =  {U'x'(P)\x'   ^ X'}  by Tan), then U and U' are equivalent P
Proof.  I. Ii (p^ (P)  - > , then from the former proposition in 2 of the proof of 
Theorem I, (Pa(P) ^  is obvious.
Conversely, if (Pa(P)  ^ then from D^) there exists B  confinal in A  and pp(0 € B)  
such that {(py (p’i(py))\T   ^C} £  [ (pp (pp(pp)) |/5 € B)  implies (py(p) . Hence defining 
U (P ) = R - { ( P ^ ( P ^ ) \ P ^ =  p}, we get a uniform neighbourhood { U ( p ) \ p ^ R ) .  There­
fore (pp(Pi)^ U ( P i )  for all 0 ^B,  and hence (Pa(P) ^  from Tna)>
2 . We prove the latter-half of the theorem. If Ux(P)  € U, then since (p^(P) 
implies (Pa(p)^ Ux(P)  for some a (x )  and every a ' ^ a ( x ) ,  Ux(P)^Vi '  from Tan)-
Conversely, if for some U ( P ) ^ M '  and for every Ux(P)^Vi ,  there exists p x ^ R  
such that U x ( P x ) ^ U ( P x ) ,  then defining (Px(P) ( x ^ X )  so that (Px(P)  ^ Ux(P),  
(Px(Px) € Ux(Px) ~ U(Px),  we get a uniformly converging (Px(P)- Since (Px(Px) $ U(Px)  
for every x ^ X  contradicts Tan), we can conclude the equivalence of U and U".
Now let us concern ourselves with filters. Generally, let F^c(P) ( a ^ A ,  p £ R ) ,  
Gfi(P) (0 ^B,  P ^ R )  be mappings from A ^ R  into 2  ^ and from B  ( ^ R  into 2  ^
respectively,^®  ^ where A,  B are certain sets, and R is a Tj-space. We denote by 
Gp(P) <  F a( P)  the fact that for every a  and some /3, Gp(p) Q F ^ ( P )  holds for all 
p e R .
We mean by a uniform filter a mapping F ^(P)  (a   ^A,  p e R )  from A ^ R  into 
2  ^ satisfying the following conditions.
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9) If for every Ux(P)^Vi and some 6 U, U's^'iP) ^  Ux{p) as well as the converse
hold, we call U and U' equivalent.
10) We denote by 2^ the set of all the subsets of R.
i) for every a  and p,
ii) for every a, /5 and for some T, Fy(p) ^  holds for all
Any set [F^(P)Ia ^ L} of uniform filters F^(P) (a £ A^) has the lowest upper 
bound G^(P) about the order < :  {G^(p)\^  ^B] = {G IC ^  F^(P) for every for 
some a and for all p], which is denoted by V  F^p) .  We denote by F^tip) the 
statement “the uniform filter Ff^(p) uniformly converges. We consider the following 
conditions about uniform convergence of uniform filters,
Fi) F^(P) =  P for every a and p iinplies F^(ip) -> ,
Fi) FcciP)-^ implies G^(p) -> for some G^{p) such that G^(P)'^Sa(P) 
=  SCP^  [F,(p)\peR}).^^^
Fs) for any set [Fa(p)\k^L) of uniform filters, \J F^(P) == G^(p) -> , i f  and 
only i f  every F^(p) —> ,
^ 4) F^(P) -> imples the filter [F^^p^)\a^ A] -> p  ^ for each po^R, 
where (^), F^{p), G^(p) denote uniform filters.
R e m a r k . Using R 0  R, we get the following conditions, which are equivalent 
to F^)—F 4 ). If we mean by a filter S on R ^ R  a family of subsets of R ^ R  such 
that Fay Fp  ^^  implies Fy^F^r^Fp for some F / 6  S and F (po ) ^ ^  for every 
and Po  ^Ry and if we denote by S the statement “ S uniformly converges”, then
F 2 ) S implies ® -> for some 6  such that @ > 0 =:
Fz) V  ) i f  only if  for every I  ^L,
F 4!) [F^\a^A] implies {Foi,{pQ)\a^  A] ~> Pq for each Po^R?
where S, @ denote filters on R ^ R ,  and @ >. 0  denotes the fact that for every 
G € ® and for some S G 0, G ^  S.
The following axioms show the relation between uniform filters and uniform d.s.p.
Tfa) (PxiP) , i f  and only if  F^{p) -> , where F^.(p) =  {(p^ (^p)\a' ^ a } .
Ta/) FrXP) , i f  Cind only if  (p.XP) for every <p (^p) such that (p^(p) 6  F^(p).
T h e o re m  3. I f  tve define uniform convergence of uniform filters by Tar) from 
uniform convergence of uniform d.s.p. satisfying Di)—£>4 ), then it satisfies Fi)-—F^).
Conversely, i f  we define uniform convergence of uniform d.s.p. by Tra) from 
uniform convergence of uniform filters satisfying F^)—F 4), then it satisfies D i)—D^).
Proof. Firstly, we prove that F^i^p) (a^ A), if and only if F^(p)<U^(p)  
for the uniform filter UxCP) of all the uniform neighbourhoods, which are defined by 
Tan) fi’om uniform d.s.p. Let Fa{p) Ua,(p)> then there exist Ux(P) and p^ for
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11) By the order ^  )8 : Foc(P) ^  F for all ^ e i?, 4^ is a directed system.
12) Generally, S (p ,^ ) denotes the set ^{F\p e Fe ^}.
every ae A  such that F ^  Defining (Pv,^ p) so that (faip)  ^F^ip) ,
(p^ (.Pcd ^FociPod-UxiPo,), we get a uniform d.s.p., cpo^iP')  ^ Hence F ^  by 
Taf\
Conversely, let F^ ^Cp) , then there exists (Paip) such that 3 (fcciP) -+^ .
Hence defining U^p') such that U(^ p) ^  R~ {<p^{pi)\p  ^^  p} for some {p^\^^B}, 
B confinal in Ay we get a uniform neighbourhood. Since for every there exists 
such that (p^{p^)  ^F^ipi) F^i^p^) , Therefore F^iPi)
^  UCP^), i.e. F^(P) ^  U(P).
1. Now we prove the former-half of the theorem. From D J , F^) is obviously 
satisfied.
Next we prove Fg). If Fc^(p) -> , then Fct,{p') ^  Ux(P\ where Ux(P) (x^ X ) is 
the uniform filter of all the uniform neighbourhoods. For an arbitrary Xy there 
exists y ^ X  such that p,p'^Uy(q) implies p^Ux(P')- Hence ior F (^(p) ^  Uy(P) 
(peR)  Ux(P)S^{Uv(g)\peUv(g)}^^^{F^(g)\peF^(q)} ^ s ^ (p ) .  Therefore 
Ux(P) ^(P) and Ux(P) ^
The proof of F^) is as follows. F^(p) <G^(p)  -> implies G^(p) ^Ux(P)  and 
accordingly ^  i.e. F l ( p ) . Conversely, F ^ ( p ) ( ) ^ ^ L )  imply Ux(P)
^Fai)o(P) (P^R)  for every x^Xy I ^ L  and for some o:(^) 6  • Hence Ux(P) 
^G^(p)y i.e. G^(P) .
Finally, F„^(p) -> implies (Pa,(pi^ ) Pq , for (P^(P) € Fd,(P) from D^) and Taf) ; 
hence Foo(Pq) -> Pq .
2. From Fj), D^) is obvious.
If <Pa(P)-^, <Pc '^(P)-^> then {<pAP)\oc''^a]=Fo,(p)->y {<p'o,'(p)\a''^_a) 
=  Foo' (P) • Hence from F^) F^(p) Fo,' (P) =  G^  (p) -> , and from F 2), 
S(PAG^(q)\q^R}) ^  S^(P) <U^ (p ) f o r  some uniform filter U.(P)- Therefore 
for each r, there exists d =  d(y) such that S (py {Gs(q)\q ^  R]) Q  U^(P) (p^R) .  
Let {p^lfi^B} be an arbitrary subset of R for B confinal in Ay then for each 0 , 
there exists 0 =  ^(d) such that F^(p)^F '^(p) ^Gs (P)  (p^R) .  Hence for these 
d =  8(r) and /3=/3(^(r)), <p'p(Pp) ^Gs(pp') and <p'^(Pi) ^S^((p^(p^)) hold;
hence we can define (p>(p) so that (pf(P) ^ S^(P) ^  Uy(P)y (pf((f^(Pp)) =  <p'^ (P^ )- 
Since { ( p / ( p ) \ r ' =  Hy(p) Q  Uy(P) from F^) and T/^), we get Hy(p) a n d  
(py(p) -~> y i.e. D 2) is concluded.
Next, let us consider (Poo(P) satisfying the star-condition in D^ )y then we see 
[<pco'(P)\oif' ^ ol] -Foo(P) < A (P) for the uniform filter ^ / (^ )  — ^ IF ^ (^ )->}.
For if we assume the contrary, there exists T, B cofinal in A and [p^\^^B) such 
that (f^(P^) ^ Ai(p^) (^^B). Hence {(Pz, (p^(p^))]Q.{(p^,(p^(pi))} implies (ps(ps) 
^Ay(Ps) and (Ps(P)-^ from the definition of Ay(p)y which contradicts the star- 
condition of <Poi(P). Therefore it must be A y ( p ) Fo,(p). Since Ay(p) f r o m
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P3), we get Fa(p')~>  and accordingly Thus D3) is established. is
obvious from F4).
T h e o re m  4. I f  from a uniform convergence of uniform filters P) — satisfying 
F i ) - F , ) ,  by Tra) and Taf) the uniform convergence F^(P) ^  is definde, then 
Fa(P) -> and F^(P) ^  cire equivalent.
Conversely, i f  from a uniform convrgence o f d.s.p. <Pa(P) satisfying D^)-~D^), 
by Taf) and Tfa) the uniform convergence cpa(P) ^  is defined, then <Pa(P)
Cfa(P) Cire equivalent.
Proof. Firstly, we prove the former-half. Ii Fa(P) — , then since [(fa'(P)\o '^ 
^  a} Q F a (P ) for <Pa(p) e Fa(P), from F^) we get {(Pa'(P)\ o ' ' a } -> , i.e. cfa(P)— - 
Therefore Fa(P) ^  .
Conversely, let Fa(P) ^  and @ be the set of all the uniform filters Ga(P) such 
that Ga(P) =  { ( f c c ' ( P ) \ o L ' Cfa(P)^Fa(P),  then since cpa(p)-> from Taf) and 
G a ( P ) -  from T^a), we get  ^ {Ga(P)\Ga(P) =  H ,( p ) -> from F ,) . If we 
assume H y ( P ) ^  Fa(P), then there exist T, {pa\o^^A} such that Hy ( P a ) ^ F a ( P a )  
( a ^ A ) .  Hence defining cpa(p) so that cpa(p)  ^Fa(P),  <Pa( Pa)  ^Fa(Pa) ~ H^(pa), 
we get a uniformly converging cpa(p), but J jo:'^ a:) ^^Hy(pa) (c^eA),  which
contradicts the definition of Hy(p).  Therefore it must be H y ( P ) ^ F a ( P ) ,  and 
hence Fa(P)  — from F^).
Next we remove to the proof of the remainder, cpa(p) implies {(pa'(p)\cc''^.oi) 
=  Fa(P)  and accordingly cpa(p) for some cpa(p) € Fa(P). We denote by a '(a )  
the element of A  such that cpa(p) =  <fa\a')(P) ; hence a '(a )  a. From D^) we get 
B  cofinal in A  and pp (f i^B ),  for which star-condition about cpa(p) does not hold. 
Let B' =  {o:'(l3)\P £ B} and p p '=  pp for a definite /3 such that fi' =  a'(fi),  then for 
an arbitrary cp'y and p /(T ^C ) , {(py cp'y(py))\T ^ C ) Q  {(pp' cpp^pp^))\0' e B'} implies 
{(py(p'y(py))\r ^C] Q{(ppcpp(pB))\&^B]. Hence -f> . Since B  is cofinal in
A, we get cpa(p) -r> from D^) and Do)-
Conversely, cpa(p)'~^ implies {(pa'(P)W '^ a ]  =  F a(P) — by T^a), and from 
<fa^ Fa(P) by Taf), Cfa(P) — .
The uniform topology of a metric space is deciced by uniform convergence of 
uniform d.s.p. on N  {1,2,
T h e o r e m  5. Metric spaces are characterized as uniform spaces, in which 
(fa(P)-^ (ol^A),  i f  and only i f  there exist , a 2 ,  ^A such that A ^ 0 i l> a i  
(i =  I, 2, •••) imply cpp (^p) .
Proof. Ii R  is a metric space, then there exists a basis of uniform neighbour-
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13) The topology of a topological space satisfying first countability axiom is decided by a 
sequencial convergence by K. Sakakihara, The structure of neighbourhood systems and 
types of convergences, this journal, Vol. 4, No. I  (1953).
hoods consisting of a countably infinite uniform neighbourhoods U i ip ) ,  U zCPX 
( p ^ R ) .  Hence (PobiP) — implies (PobiP)  ^ Un iP )  for some a n ^ A  and for every 
a ' ^ a n .  Therefore if ( z = l , 2 ,  •••), then for every i, k~>-i implies (P^jJiP)
^ U i c ( P ) Q U i ( P )  (p ^R )y  and hence (p^.(P) — • Furthermore (pa(P) implies 
(P^ ( P i )   ^ Ut i (Pi )  (/5€P) for some n and B cofinal in A.  Hence for an arbitrary 
sequence a z , ' -  of elements of A, there exists /5i, /^2 , such that a i ^ ^ i ^ B  
and accordingly cp^ fp ^ )^  Un (P^ )  ( i  =  1,2, •••), i-e. ( p^ (P )  •
Conversely, if cpa(p) — satisfies the condition of the theorem, then for the set of 
all the uniform neighbourhoods {U x (P )\x^X } ,  we define a uniform d.s.p. (Pixq:>(p) 
on X ® R  such that <PixqAP) =  P ( q  ^ U^f(P)), =  q (g  ^ Ua,(p)), where X ^ R  is a 
directed system by the order ( x q ) < ( y r )  meaning x < y .  For an arbitrary Ux(P) ,  
( ^ Q o ) ^ ( y o )  implies and (Pcv<i:^ ( P )   ^ Uy (P )  Q  U^(P) ,  and hence ( P i x q ' ) ( P ) •
Hence there exist (xiqi) (/ =  1,2, •••) such that (xtqi) ^  (yiTi)  (/ =  1,2, ••■) imply 
^(y^n)^P^ . Now we shall see that the uniform neighbourhoods U i (P )  =
\q^R}  =  UX-(P)  form a uniform basis of R. For if we assume that there exist 
X ^ x  and pi ( i  =  1,2, •••) such that Ui(Pi )  £  Ux(Pi ) ,  then for U i ( P i ) - U x ( P i ) y 
Ux(Pi )  ( i  =  1,2, •••) hold. Hence (p^^^^^ (^p) -4^  , but this contradicts 
(XiTi) ^  (xiqi). Thus R  has a uniform basis of countably infinite number of uniform 
neighbourhoods and is a metric space.
About uniform filters, in the same way we can show the following.
T h e o re m  6. Metric spaces are characterized as uniform spaces satisfying that 
Foo(P) ( a ^ A ) ,  i f  and only i f  for  some a i ^ A  ( i  =  1,2, •••), F ^ , (p )  -> .
In a metric space the totality of the uniform coverings consisting of two sets 
determines the uniform topology, and this important fact leads to theorems holding 
only in metric spaces by the author^^; for example, the uniform topology of a 
complete metric space R is defined by the lattice U (R )  of uniformly continuous 
bounded functions on the space and it is also defined by a lattice L ( R )  of finite open 
uniform coverings satisfying I )  L ( R )  is a basis of the totality of finite uniform 
coverings of R, 2) Vi^L (R )  and SS € L (P )  imply U ^ 35 G L (P ) ,  3) for any open sets 
U , V  such that Ur^V =  <p, there exists  ^L ( R )  such that U
We get this fact readily from Theorem 5 and from the fact that in a metric space 
(Pn(P) (w =  I, 2, •••), if and only if for every binary uniform covering U =  { U 2 } 
there exists n^  such that n '^n^  implies (fn(P)  ^ Ui for each p and for some Ui 
We close this note with the following
C o r o l l a r y .  I f  S is a T^space and i f  R  is a uniform space such that P = S ,
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then In order that the uniform topology of R can be extended to S, it is necessary 
and sufficient that
i) every d.s.p. in R  converging to a point of S satisfies chauchy condition in R,
ii) every equivalent d.s.p. in R ivith a d.s.p. converging to a point o f S in R 
converges to the same point.
Proof. Since the necessity of the condition is ovbious, we shall prove only the 
sufficiency. From the condition i) of the theorem, for every point p d S = R  there 
exists a chauchy d.s.p. p"^(a^Ap) converging to p  such that p"^£R. For every 
X ^ x  there exists a(x)  ^Ap such that Apd a '^ a ( x )  implies  ^P"^ , where
{ UxCP) \ x   ^Xy P ^ R ]  is the system of the uniform neighbourhoods defining the uniform 
topology of R . ¥ OV P ^ R  we take p^ =  p. Now for U ^ R y  we denote by IJ the 
subset of Furthermore we denote [Uy(q)\q  ^ Ux(P)) by Uy(Ux(P))j
U^(Ux(P)) by UKP)y Ux(Ul iP))  by Ul(P)  and so far. We define uniform conver­
gence of uniform d.s.p. in S as follows  ^ <P/(P) — (T^C)  if and only if for ever}" 
X d X  there exists T( x ) dC  such that y7^T(x)  implies UKp"^ "^^ )^ d (p ^ p )  for each 
P dS. It is easy to verify that this uniform convergence satisfies the conditions 
D J - D , ) .
Firstly, (Ps(p) =  p  implies (Ps(P) — • For every x d X ,  there exist y y Z d X  such 
that U l ( q ) ^ U y ( q ) Q U l ( q ) Q U x ( q )  (q^R) .  If p ^ u T P ^ )  then there exists 
r^-> py where ry € Vi(P),  and {Vy(p)\T dC]  is a neighbourhood basis of in S such 
that ry € i? -  Ul(p^^^^). Since U,(p^^ '^ )^ d p ^ -> p (a  >_ a< j) ) ,  defining =  ry ,
(Pc>2'>~P'^ ’^^ ^^Vy(p) (a(T)^>a(y))  for the directed system [(yi)\T^C}  with the 
order (yi) (T'i') • '/ T\ we get a non chauchy d.s.p. (l\yo converging to py which 
contradicts i). Hence we get p c Uy(p'^^^ )^ £  UyUzUx(P°^ '^^ )^ Q  U ' K from 
P^^^^eU,(Ux(P^<^^))y i.e. ( P s ( P ) - .
Next let us prove P, (Px(P)  ^ U^(Px) (xd X, pxd R)  implies ( P x ( P ) • For any 
y d X y y ' ~ ^ y  implies py 'dU K Pu)  from Uy(py) r\Uy'(py') (l> • Hence (fy'(P) d 
Uy'(py') Q  Ul(Py) Q  (Ut(Ux(P'^^'"^)) for every € X  from the fact that pdUyi py) ,  
i.e. Uy(py) is a neighbourhood of in S and accordingly Ux(P"^ ^^ )^ r\Uy(p7j) . 
(For a~J>^a' implies P°^  d Ux( P"^ "^"^ ) n,Uy(py) for some a' dAp. )  Therefore taking 
y d X i o v  an arbitrary x d X  such that Uy(q) £  Ux(q) (q ^R),  we get cpy'( p) € UK 
for y ' '^ y \  hence (Px(P) — . If (fa(P) , (Pa (P) (ad A) and if p p d S  (i3dB)  for 
a cofinal B  in A,  then for every x d X  there exists 0 ( x ) d B  such that 0 ^>0(x) 
implies (pp(pi)y (p'p(pp) d UKPt^^'^)- Hence from the above fact we get the condition 
D,).
15) t/'" denotes the complement of U in R, and (U '^)^ denotes the complement of Tl'' in S.
U'^  denotes the closure of in S.
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Next if ( f i i p ' ) y  then there exist D cofinal in C and such that
(8^0). Hence for this D and ps (^€D) the star condition of 
does not hold. Lastly, (p^(p) --> implies the equivalence of (P/iPo) with Po for 
each ^ 5, and hence from ii) we get ^y(^o) Po • It is obvious that this uniform 
topology is an extension of that of R.
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